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On February 17th and 18th, students, parents and trustees were treated to the winter 
musical, Babes in Arms, in Forbes Theater. Written by the duo of Richard Rodgers and 
Lorenz Hart, comedy was the order of the day as audiences witnessed the chaos in the 
Cape Cod's Surf and Sand Playhouse. And the music delivered on its promise, with 
classic tunes like "My Funny Valentine", "The Lady is a Tramp", and "Where or When" 
highlighting one of the greatest musical scores ever written. 

The play centered on the struggles of a group of theater apprentices struggling to put 
on a show, lead by Valentine White (Forrest Brown '11), Susie Ward (Maggie Rogers 
'12), Gus Fields (Nick Grunden '11) and Terry Thompson (Lydia Bailey '12). While they 
are supported by their beloved Bunny Byron (Sarah Kemer '11), the theater's co-owner, 
her colleague Seymour Fleming (Daniel Maguire '14) uses her debt to try to take her 
share of the playhouse. Matters are further complicated with the arrival of former  
child-star Jennifer Owen (Megan Hasse '14), as a love triangle soon develops between 
her, Val, and Susie, much to the chagrin of her domineering mother Phyllis Owen 
(Charlotte Taylor '11) and obnoxious southern playwright/actor/director Lee Calhoun 
(Matt Scaperdine '11). But matters are finally resolved when broadway producer Steve 
Edwards (Martin French '13) sees the apprentices' play and agrees to take it to New 
York. 

Any generational gap between the writing and the performance was lost in the energy 
with which the cast attacked their performance. With a mix of experienced and  
first-year actors, the cast enthusiastically danced, smiled, sang, and laughed their way 
through two great performances. The comic timing in the many unpredictable scenes 
was perfected by Director Ann Taylor, the pit orchestra and the singers were conducted 
by Peter Hoopes, and many of the intricate dance numbers were choreographed by 
Sophia Maguire '11. 


